
FIG Approved

SPIETH - Elastic Swingfloor "Moscow"

Details
The "Moscow" artistic sprung floor area from SPIETH for top competition. This FIG
approved floor area brings a unique concept with the new Springs & Security System. The
newly designed high resistance sections, provided with high-resistance springs offer a
floor with a dynamic and yet comfortable touch as never seen before.

The floor is available on a supply only basis with comprehensive instructions for you to
assemble, or is available on a supply and installation basis which includes removal and
disposal of your existing floor area in accordance with environmental regulations, delivery
of the new floor to your facility and installation by Continental Sports technicians of the
new floor which takes up to two days.

Dynamics:

A new spring system guarantees an optimal rebound
The high performance base of 12x12m offers increased comfort
A high quality foam layer for a fast response

Security:

High quality finished water resistant coated plywood (FSC)
Resilient polypropylene coupling strips, improved tongue and groove system, together with a system of
16 tension straps to lock the sections in their positions, provide a perfect homogeneity over the entire
surface
An intermediate layer of high quality foam provides progressive absorption qualities and guarantees the
best comfort at landings
Height of 20cm is ideal for a perfect integration in training halls as it matches the height of adjacent
landing mats.
Perfectly suitable for all ages and levels.
This floor is a new product with exceptional rebound characteristics over the entire surface that allows all
gymnasts to always find optimal conditions.
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Dimensions:

14x14m, dynamic surface
Competition area: 12x12m
Height 20cm

Sections:

Made of 15mm high quality finished water resistant coated plywood (FSC).
74 sections: 50 pieces of 120x240cm, 20 border sections of 120x240cm, 4 sections of 100x100cm
2270 high quality tempered steel springs carefully positioned for the best dynamic properties
Resilient polypropylene coupling strips, improved tongue and groove system, together with a system of
16 tension straps to lock the sections in their positions, provide a perfect homogeneity over the entire
surface.

Floor mats:

7 floor mats of 1400x200x7cm, composed as follows:
196 easy to connect puzzle shaped foam plates of 5cm.
a 2cm top layer of needle felt covered PE foam.
The floor mats are linked together by 6 “Duo VELCRO®” straps. The top of these straps have a soft cover
for improved comfort.
4 white VELCRO® straps to mark the competition area of 12x12m.

Edges:

PP foam strips reinforce the edges of the floor in order to guarantee a better stability for the gymnasts.
The floor is finished off with a PVC skirt provided with VELCRO® fasteners for attachment on the floor
mats
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